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Identifying with Your Health Story
By Carl Greer, PhD, PsyD

I

n this excerpt from the first
chapter of Change Your
Story of Your Health: Using Shamanic and Jungian
Techniques for Healing, Carl
Greer, PhD, PsyD, discusses
what he means by “identifying the story of your health”
and some of the reasons we
might have chosen that particular narrative….
Most of us identify with our
thought processes and emotional experiences. We might
say about ourselves, “I am a
shy introvert” or “I’m a people
person.” However, we might not
realize how much we identify
with our physical selves and our
current state of health. Typically,
we don’t identify with illnesses
unless we develop a pattern
of distress and write a story in
which we are a “chronic migraine sufferer” or “a person
with a weak constitution” or
“someone who has always had
a weak stomach.” The language
we use to describe our experiences is worth considering.
The names of diagnoses have
power, too. For example, waking
up during the night and having
trouble falling back to sleep can
seem more serious and hard to
address if you think of it as “insomnia” and yourself as “some-
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Carl Greer, PhD, PsyD. Photo courtesy of Pat Greer.

one who is battling insomnia.”
You might choose to observe
the change in your sleep pattern and learn more about it,
so that you can work around it
and begin to think about it differently. Perhaps you will decide to journal or read if you
can’t get back to sleep after a
few minutes, using the time productively. You might look more
closely at how much sleep you
need and find solutions that you
wouldn’t have thought of if you
were simply focused on “overcoming insomnia” and sleeping
straight through the night consistently. Letting go of the term
“insomnia” might reduce your
worry that having this “condition” means your sleep will be
inadequate and you will always
be groggy during the day.
As we start to develop chronic ailments and experience reduced flexibility and balance,
decreased strength and physical stamina, and the signs of
aging and disease, we may start
to identify with the illnesses we
are experiencing and lose faith
that we can cure or overcome
them. I have noticed this in my
work and try to help people find
new identities and write new
stories for themselves after they
have become convinced that

their health condition is unchangeable, even though that
isn’t necessarily the case.
If you feel you can’t change
your story, it can seem comforting to identify with it. Seeing yourself as “a diabetic” or
“an asthma sufferer” could offer certain payoffs depending
on the health story you write.
Those payoffs might include receiving sympathy from others,
getting out of social situations
you would rather avoid, or being part of a group of people
who share a common experience of having diabetes. The
payoffs might also include excuses for why you haven’t been
productive and achieved the
goals you set for yourself. You
might not even be conscious of
these payoffs; if you were, you
might decide there are better
ways to achieve your goals and
feel a sense of control over your
life. Expanded-awareness practices can bring to light unconscious obstacles to achieving
better health.
The truth is you are not your
condition, your disease, or your
pain, and you might have more
power to manage them than it
appears on the surface. You can
relate to any condition differently. When you identify with your

health challenges, you lose your
ability to work with them, and
they begin to control you and dictate what your health story is.
Sickness or disease can make
you doubt whether you will ever
be able to return to your previous state of wellness or even
improve upon it. Uncertainty
about your physical health and
mortality can make you even
more aware of your mortality
and question whether you have
enough time left to do all you
would like to do. Although these
topics can be painful to explore,
they can also lead to transformation. So, for example, men who
are dealing with prostate cancer and women who are dealing
with the loss of a breast due to
cancer may feel they have lost
their sexuality and sexual attractiveness. Realizing that sexuality
encompasses more than what
they once thought can free them
of the old story of their health
that isn’t working for them and
perhaps give them more confidence in themselves and their
attractiveness. They can fashion
a new, more empowering identity around their new beliefs and
their new experiences.

As you work on changing
the story of your health, you
might find it difficult to imagine a health story that does not
include physical ailments or
symptoms of a chronic health
condition. Maybe what you
desire is impossible, so your
new health story will include
(Continued on page 6)
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Identifying with
Your Health Story...
(Continued from page 5)

a theme of acceptance. Some
people have trouble accepting
that they can only lose so much
weight without making other
sacrifices they are not willing
to make. Acceptance works the
other way, too. A person might
go many years cancer-free, yet
have trouble identifying as a
cancer survivor or simply as
someone who once had cancer but overcame it. Whatever
your health condition, you can
change the story of your health
and let go of your identification
with it.
Carl Greer, PhD, PsyD is a practicing clinical psychologist, Jungian
analyst and shamanic practitioner. He
teaches at the C.G. Jung Institute of
Chicago and is on staff at the Replogle
Center for Counseling and Well-Being,
and is the bestselling author of Change
Your Story, Change Your Life. To purchase his new book, Change the Story
of Your Health, click here and for more
information visit CarlGreer.com
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The Roots of Thanksgiving
By Christopher Nyerges
Thanksgiving has always
been my favorite holiday of
the year. It is our uniquely
American holiday where the
family gathers, shares a meal,
and gives thanks for whatever
it is we feel thankful for. Yet
everyone complains that it’s
become too commercialized,
some even calling it “turkey
day,” and focusing instead on
the great deals in the following
day’s Black Friday sales. How
do we get back to the roots of
this holiday?
Growing up, I was as ignorant as the next guy as to the
origin of all our modern Thanksgiving traditions. In 3rd grade,
we would do little skits, where
Indians and Pilgrims met. The
Pilgrims were all dressed up
in black and white, and clean,
with black powder guns, and
the Indians wore loin cloths
and feathers, and carried bows.
Somewhere in the back of my
10-year-old mind I knew that a
lot of killing went on between
the new Pilgrims and the Indians, but this was a moment of
peace where all came together
for some giant feast with turkey
and cranberry, in the middle
of the forest, on one Thursday
in November a very long time
ago, presumably, Indians and
Pilgrims alike giving thanks to
God for their many blessings.
It was a very comfortable and
pleasant image.
So did it actually happen
this way? Let’s try to explore
the roots of this day, and try to
be honest with ourselves as we
attempt to give thanks where it
is due.
First, the players. There were
three main players among the
Indians: Massasoit, the leader of
the Wampanoag, the coalition
of which controlled southeastern Massachusetts; Samoset,
the leader of a group to the
north; and Tisquantum (whom
history knows as “Sqanto”),
who was there as an interpret-

er, and who also had plans of
his own. Tisquantum had been
taken to Britain and had lived
there for a year and a half where
he learned English. He was not
trusted by Massasoit because it
was feared he might side with
the pilgrims, but Tisquantum
was needed as an interpreter.
The colonists were residing
on what had been a Wampanoag village site, but the native inhabitants were wiped out five
years earlier by a disease. On
March 21 of 1621, before there
was any such thing as the United States of America, the three
native men walked into the pilgrim village (actually, more of
a hovel by most accounts) to
make a deal.
Massasoit was worried that
with so many members of his
coalition killed off by disease
that he’d be vulnerable to attacks by the Narragansett alliance to the west. His bargain
to the European settlers was
that they could stay there as
long as they aligned with him,
against possible battles with the
Narraganset. It had been over
a hundred years since Columbus “opened” the Americas to
Europe, and up to that point,
settlers were treated friendly as
long as they eventually moved
along. Various colonies had in
fact moved on, or been killed
off, before then. The leaders of
what was then called the Plimouth Colony agreed to the bargain, and Massasoit enjoyed
relative peace with his neighbors for the next 50 years.
Later that year, in October
of 1621, the pilgrims had had
a good harvest, and they held
a thanksgiving feast to which
Massasoit showed up with 90
of his fellows, mostly men. The
3 day feast that followed was
said to be a somewhat tense
celebration, with much firing
of blackpowder guns and firing
of arrows, probably more of a
show of bravado and daring
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than any sort of mutual sportsmanship.
The Indians were more skilled
at hunting and fishing in their
native land, and they brought
fowl, deer, duck, goose, and
fish. Corn bread, wild greens,
plums, leeks, and many other
vegetables (wild and domestic)
were shared in this celebration. Interestingly, there is no
evidence that wild turkey or
wild cranberries (totally unpalatable without cooking and
adding sweeteners) were part of
the menu.
The impetus for this so-called
“first Thanksgiving” was for
Massasoit to cement this tentative political alliance against
another tribe. The gathering
was really more of a treaty gathering than it was any sort religious event. The peace lasted
about 50 years, until Massasoit

died. Tisquantum, who is credited with helping the colony
with many of its survival skills,
only lived another year.
Interesting side note: school
children are taught that Tisquantum taught the pilgrims how to
fertilize their crops with an old
fish, supposedly a Native custom in the Northeast. Historians, however, have found little
evidence that native people
ever fertilized that way, and it
is more likely that Tisquantum
learned that technique during
his time in Britain.
Massasoit’s short term bargain opened the floodgates for
the tens of thousands of Europeans who continued to pour
into North America in general
and New England in particular.
And the settlers of Plimouth
(Continued on page 9)
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The Angelic Orgins of the Soul
(An Excerpt from the book)
By Tricia McCannon
The Eternal Flame
Our earliest ancestors had
an innate understanding of the
Universe and the nature of the
Soul. As keen observers of the
natural world, they marked the
waxing and waning cycles of
the sun and moon, the yearly
rotation of the seasons, and
the birth, death, and rebirth of
their crops each year. They saw
the sun rise at dawn and disappear on the horizon each night,
only to be reborn the next day,
repeating the sacred Circle of
Life. They saw generations of
humans and animals living and
dying and being reborn, and
they realized that all of life is
a circle. Today, with the advent
of the modern telescope and
microscopes, we now know
that this great Circle of Life
repeats in the rotation of the
planets, the whirl of the galaxies, and the spin of electrons
around the nucleus of every
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atom, echoing Creation’s continual renewal.
The Ancients also realized that these same universal
principles hold true for Souls.
Mummified bodies found
throughout Europe, Egypt, Peru,
and the Americas all attest to a
belief in a world beyond our
own and the existence of an
Afterlife. Buried in caves, pyramids, stone cairns, and earthworks, bodies are found in fetal
positions as if curled into the
womb, awaiting the joy of rebirth in the celestial realms.
Our ancestors embraced
the belief in reincarnation,
the mechanism through which
the Soul leaves this world and
then returns to it again, learning its lessons over vast cycles
of time. This cycle of living,
dying, and being reborn is
just as essential to the Soul as
sleep is to us each night. Just as
we travel into inner worlds to

dream, so too does the Soul return to its celestial home at the
end of every lifetime to assess
its progress and renew its connection with the true Source
of who it is. Thus every life is
but a day of unfolding in the
progress of our Soulful evolution. Each of us comes to Earth,
faces our challenges, lives out
our dreams, and then returns
to the heavenly realms from
whence we came to integrate
what we have learned. Once
there, the Soul has access to a
far more expanded awareness
of who it is and the oneness
that connects us all. And as we
shall see, there are many levels
to these heavenly realms, and
we are each drawn toward the
vibrational level that is most
appropriate to our current level
of evolution. In this way, each
Soul progresses from lifetime
to lifetime with those of similar maturity, moving through

the many stages of the soul,
to eventually take its place as
a fully realized human being.
And just as we are given various examinations in the stages
of school, so too, does the Soul
face tests appropriate to its level of evolution. All this leads to
the eventual knowledge of our
eternal Selves.
The Breath of God
Many wisdom traditions
have chosen various symbols
to represent the essence of
the Soul. For some the Soul
or life force of Spirit was associated with the power of
the breath. The English verb
to animate, which means “to
move or bring to life,” is derived from the Latin word animus, from the Greek anemos,
meaning “wind.” Similarly, in
Greece, the word for spirit derives from the verb psuchein, a
word that means “to breathe.”
In Hebrew the word for Spirit
is ruah, meaning “wind,” as in
“the Spirit of God moved upon
the face of the waters” (Genesis 1:2). The waters are the
premanifested space known in
Greek as Okeanos, the “Mother
Substance” or Prima Materia.
In Sanskrit the Narayana, “The
Mover upon Spirit upon the
Waters of the Great Deep” and
in Christianity the Holy Spirit,
the “breath of God,” represent
the carrier wave upon which
the Spirit of Life travels.
Chinese sages taught this
same powerful connection
with the word ch’i. The ch’i is
the animating life force of God
Itself, equivalent to the words
prana and qi in Indian and
Japanese 5 culture. This life
force has two complementary
expressions--a yang and a yin
polarity, equating to the masculine or expanding currents
and the feminine or contracting currents.
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that lies hidden behind everything else that we appear to be.
Hence the Soul is an individual spark that becomes a flame,
and is eventually reunited to
the Supreme Fire. This energy
is fueled by the trifold flame of
the heart, a flame that consists
of the blue energies of the Divine Father, the rose energies
of the Divine Mother, and the
merger of the two, which produces the violet or gold flame
of our own being.

In order to stay alive we
must all breathe in and out
each day, reenacting the endless Circle of Life with every
breath. When a person stops
breathing, they die, since it is
the breath that animates the
physical body. Thus the breath
is the living Spirit of the Divine
that animates the Cosmos.
Symbols of the Soul
Some philosophers or mystics have thought of the Soul
as a single drop of water in
the vastness of a great Cosmic
Ocean--each drop unique, yet
each a part of the same essential Source. This Source is the
Cosmic Ocean, the Plenum
of Infinite Intelligence that is
sometimes referred to as the
Waters of Life, the Divine
Mother, the Sacred Womb, or
the unknowable Ain of Hebrew wisdom. This is the Eternal Ocean of Love and Mercy
from which all things are born
and from which we, as shining drops of consciousness,
are released into the worlds
of form.
Sages have also taught that
the Soul is a living flame, a
spark born from the Great Central Sun. Just as our visible sun
is the source of illumination
in our world, so is the Great
Central Sun the Light of Divine
Consciousness that is hidden
behind the visible universe.
This is the pure white fire of
our true being, our Angelic Self

Tricia McCannon is a renowned
clairvoyant, teacher, and mystical
symbologist. She is the author of several books, including Return of the
Divine Sophia, Dialogues with the
Angels, and Jesus: The Explosive Story
of the 30 Lost Years and the Ancient
Mystery Religions. She has been a featured speaker at conferences in the
United States, England, and Europe
and has appeared on radio and TV
shows, including Coast to Coast AM
and Whitley Strieber’s Dreamland.
The director of the Phoenix Fire Lodge
Mystery School, she lives in Atlanta,
Georgia.
The Angelic Origins of the Soul:
Discovering Your Divine Purpose by
Tricia McCannon. © 2017 Bear &
Company. Printed with permission
from the publisher Inner Traditions
International. www.InnerTraditions.
com

Roots of
Thanksgiving...
(Continued from page 7)

certainly didn’t see the October meal as “the first Thanksgiving.” It was normal for them to
have various thanksgiving and
harvest festivals, usually held
mid-week to differentiate from
the religious Sabbaths. And
it wasn’t another 200 years or

so before this became formalized as part of the mythosis of
America, as the American Day
of Giving Thanks.
Giving thanks is a good thing.
Among other things, it helps so
we do not lose sight of our spiritual heritage, which is the real
bounty. But what should we focus upon, and who should we
be thanking, on this Thanksgiving day?
With all the talk about the
blessings and bounty from God,
perhaps it’s time for Americans
to realize that had it not been
for that small group of indigenous people, that first colony
might have not survived and
might have been wiped out.
Though not entirely for altruistic purposes, Plymouth people were aided by the native
population.
Perhaps sharing our bounty
with the needy would be a better Thanksgiving activity than
eating lots of good food. More
to the point, perhaps we should
use Thanksgiving to give thanks
where it is due -- to the American Indians who have become
the “forgotten minority.” Yes,
there are some who have become enriched by casinos, but
there are still many more who
are struggling.
Americans have created a culture and a society that has become the focal point of nearly
everyone else on the globe. Despite all our unresolved problems,
it is a fact that vast numbers of
people all over the world aspire
to come to the U.S. In the U.S.
role as a world leader, we should
not forget our national roots.
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Don’t just give lip-service
thanks to the Native Americans
whose land was taken. Rather,
find those organizations that
are actually providing real assistance to Native Americans in
poverty, such as many of those
living in the third world conditions so prevalent on some of
today’s reservations. In most
cases, you can also local tribal
administrations and find how to
directly provide donations. Support farming and self-sufficiency
projects on reservations.
This would be at least one
way to give back to the people
who “lost everything” as the
United Stated came into being. During this Thanksgiving
time, the right thing to do is
to find ways to uplift and support the native people, where
it is needed.
Nyerges is the author of “How to
Survive Anywhere,” “Foraging California,” “Enter the Forest” and other
books. He leads courses in the native
uses of plants. He can be reached at
Box 41834, Eagle Rock, CA 90041, or
www.SchoolofSelf-Reliance.com

“This is my prayer for
you all on this occasion
of spiritual Christmas,
that you keep those little
doors of joy open so
that the ocean of Christconsciousness may continuosly, uninterruptedly,
flow into you”
— Paramhansa
Yogananda
AWARENESS MAGAZINE /
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Five Steps You Can Take to Proactively Improve
Yourself and Influence Everyone Around
You Into Higher Consciousness
By Maureen St. Germain
Learn to command your body
elemental
Everyone has a body elemental. It is a being created
by Mother Earth – to run your
bodily systems. Like an engineer it shuts everything down
when you are on a specialized
task like eating and meditating.
It’s petite, and looks just likes
you. It’s purpose is to link you
with life on Earth, and help you
acclimate to being a human on
the earth.
The first time I saw my body
elemental she was walking
behind me doing everything I
was doing. I turned to her upset
– “Who are you?” I said with
a fierce tone. She answered,
while shaking... “I’m your body
elemental!”
Your body elemental does
NOT have a mental body –
so it doesn’t process thought
the way you do. More like a
child or pet, it’s programing is
straightforward. She doesn’t
have a mission or free will.
However, you can give her instructions. Never send her on
an errand by herself. Always
ask your Higher Self to oversea
any changes you make – to insure they are in alignment with
your highest good.
Commanding your body elemental to work with your Higher Self for your highest and best
good is a great place to start.
You do this by speaking out
loud to your body elemental
using the commanding voice.
You call your body elemental,
“Body Elemental of Me” and
then proceed with clear directions. For example, you might
say, “I am commanding my
body elemental to grow and
expand and to eliminate this
toxin from my body. You would
call the toxin by name, such
as cancer, candida or heavy
10 / A W A R E N E S S M A G A Z I N E

Stop keeping score.
This is big. Keeping score
puts you in a jailer’s’ or police
uniform. You are jailing yourself by locking into belief that
you cannot have what others
have. You are policing when
are thinking about someone
who has gotten away with
more than you!
When you observe others,
you can be detached or judging! The new game in town –
has no karma rules. Decide
right now, comparison of others – could be an inspiration to
you for what YOU want. Everything on this list is more important than keeping score. Save
your score keeping for football
and soccer. Even the players
know when to stop ruminating
about a loss and focus on the
next win. You can too!

metal. I command my Higher
Self assist my body elemental in re-activating all my systems gradually - so that I am
a fully operational human being. Learning to command your
body elemental is an amazing
tool for generally improving
your health and well-being.
Change your attitude
Everywhere you go – you
encounter issues and problems. Are you a victim? Are you
choosing to tell your tale of sorrow or woe so that you can reexperience your pain to make
yourself right? What if you decided your experiences were
just that – a set of experiences.
In her book, Miracle Mindset,

celebrity health expert and
four-time New York Times bestselling author, JJ Virgin shares
how her son was left for dead
after a hit and run. She never
sued the driver. In her book,
she goes on to share how this
life altering event taught her to
dig deep and completely focus
on what she wanted, not what
she was facing. She and her
son defied the odds, changed
doctors when she could see
their attitude was affecting her
attitude and ultimately helped
save her son’s life. Make sure
your attitude is focused on what
you seek for yourself (and your
children if necessary.) And recognize the naysayers as hurdles
for you to clear.

Take your time, and the control of your time.
Taking the time to meditate
daily will give you back more
time. This is because meditation will actually focus your
mind for you to solve dilemmas
and understand the new reality. Meditation is a proven and
very popular way to improve
your life and benefit exponentially. Meditating daily creates
a connection to your unseen
helpers, your Higher Self and
more. You might use either a
guided meditation or visualization to get you started.
Start out your day – a few
minutes early, and sit in medi(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

tation. Trying to start with just
quiet time generally leads to a
wandering mind that doesn’t
give you the results you seek
leaving you frustrated. Consider guided meditations – that
give you a specific focus and
purpose. No matter what else
you care about – make meditation as important as listening to
your favorite song or watching
your favorite TV show. You’ll be
amazed at the huge results this
will produce for you.
You can join a meditation
study group where you might
learn a specific technique like
mindfulness. Not a joiner? Then
check out the many mediation
apps for your phone! Some
popular ones are headspace,
the Mindfulness app, Calm,
Mind Body and more – all free!
Insight timer is a wonderful tool
that features over 1,000 different mediation teachers and
over 4,500 free guided-mediations from all over the world.
It even allows you to customize

your intervals and background
to exactly what you are looking for.
Re-write your script. Watch
your self-talk!
Anyone tell you that you
are beautiful but you don’t believe it? And if your co-worker complements you doing a
good job– do you suspect they
have an ulterior motive? That
means your self-talk depreciates you. These two examples
suggest that you have negative self-talk. The first step is to
notice it. Ask your angels and
guides to help you notice when
you do this. Then follow every negative thought with two
positives or more! Make sure
the positive statements are a
match for the topic. I love my
job and the great bennies follow a complaint about a difficult coworker. Practice twofers
every time you notice a negative thought. Pretty soon, the
negative self-talk will be part
of your past. The result? You are
now focusing your instructions
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to the universe with what you
do want!
In her fourth book, Waking Up in
5D, author, and intuitive Maureen St.
Germain assists people in discovering
the game everyone is already playing!
Have you ever momentarily lost track
of where you are or what you are doing? Or perhaps become astonished
at arriving on time at an appointment
you left so late for that you were convinced you couldn’t make on time?
Or maybe just surprised yourself by
forgiving someone with love for a
transgression that normally would
have triggered your anger and resentment? Or things just happened so
synchronistically that are in a state
of wonder,
Maureen is known for her ability
to synthesize and explain the everychanging reality along with providing
important and powerful tools to stay
ahead of the curve. You will find her
explanations - the ones that “finally”
someone knows what’s really going on
type of explanations resolve those inner questions.

Feelings come and go
like clouds in a windy sky.
Continuous breathing is
my anchor.

— Thich Nhat Hanh
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Are You Getting the Full Health Benefits of Turmeric?
A New Approach to Turmeric Supplements Provides
the Full Spectrum of the Superfood’s Naturally Occurring Compounds
By Peter Finkle
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of turmeric, in fact, the ethnobotanist James Duke, PhD.
concluded in a 2007 issue of
Alternative & Complementary
Therapies that turmeric appears
to outperform many pharmaceuticals in its effects against
several chronic, debilitating
diseases with virtually no adverse side effects. Recent research confirms that turmeric
extract supports brain health,
emotional health, heart health
and immune system health, as
well as reducing joint and muscle aches and pains. This ancient food, properly extracted
and concentrated, is one of the
greatest “healthy aging” supplements ever found.
Why full spectrum turmeric
is critical
First, turmeric’s activity relies on the whole range of
its naturally occurring com-

Indian herbal medicines for
thousands of years. Western
medicine has increasingly acknowledged its effectiveness in
helping to prevent or relieve a
wide range of ailments without
the noted side effects of many
traditional drugs.
Inflammation plays a role
in many chronic health issues,
from joint aches and pains to serious health problems. Turmeric
contains a host of anti-inflammatory compounds, including
curcumin, that fight inflammation at the molecular level.
Because of curcumin’s chemical structure and stimulation of
the body’s antioxidant enzymes,
it can also neutralize harmful
free radicals in the body that
can damage DNA, proteins, cell
membranes, and other organic
structures.
In reviewing 700 studies

Turmeric is the top-selling
herb in U.S. natural food stores
for good reason, and while it is
great to add turmeric to your
diet, the most reliable way to ensure a daily dose of turmeric is
through a dietary supplement.
However, many turmeric
products on the market today are
concentrated extracts of just one
of its active constituents, curcumin, and three problems plague
curcumin-only products.
Fortunately, a new approach
to turmeric supplements is resolving many of these issues
while offering the whole range
of the superfood’s naturally occurring compounds to maximize its health benefits.
What is Turmeric?
Turmeric, which gives Indian curry and American mustard
their distinctive yellow colors,
has been used in Chinese and
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pounds, not just curcumin.
Other beneficial compounds
are discarded when curcumin
is artificially inflated to make
up 95% of a turmeric extract.
Second, some of turmeric’s
active components are fat-soluble and some are water-soluble.
Yet most products focus solely on
the fat-soluble components and
neglect the water-soluble ones.
Th i r d , t o m a k e m a t t e r s
worse, curcumin is very poorly
absorbed by the human body.
Some people compensate with
massive doses in hopes of absorbing a little, but that approach is imprecise and can
cause stomach upset.
Many methods have been
used to improve curcumin bioavailability. However, they often
use a high proportion of fillers –
typically 70 to 90 percent – and
thus contain low levels of actual
curcumin and even lower levels
of other beneficial constituents.
To resolve these issues,
supplement manufacturers are
now releasing turmeric extract
products that contain curcumin plus the full spectrum of
turmeric’s naturally occurring
compounds.
While adding turmeric to
one’s diet will only become more
popular as its health promoting
attributes become more widely
recognized, those selecting supplements with the full spectrum
of the superfood’s naturally occurring compounds may enjoy
the most complete benefits.
Peter Finkle, Chief Operating Officer at Yerba Prima. Yerba has created Super Turmeric which features
Super Turmeric extract, the world’s
most bioavailable, full spectrum turmeric extract. Developed by two
doctors, Super Turmeric combines a
fat-soluble extract with a water-soluble extract, so it delivers all the beneficial components of turmeric. This
results in rapid absorption through
the gut, for immediate relief, plus
24-hour activity in the bloodstream
for round-the-clock support.
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Be a Conduit of
Gratitude and Blessings:
Copper and Archangel Uriel

Listen to Your Spirit, Find Your
Purpose, and Walk Your Path

By Margaret Ann Lembo

Reviewed by Gary A. Miller

Every day is a good time to
clear your channel and allow
wisdom to flow through you.
Copper, a conduit for goodness,
prosperity, and love, is a metallic element usually found in
rounded masses without crystal
form. The energy of this metal is perfect for the month of
November because is aligned
astrologically with the zodiac
sign of Scorpio.
The metallic shine from copper is a perfect match to call on
Archangel Uriel, an archangel
with the vibration of peace, illumination, and great prosperity.
Inner peace is found within the
center of your consciousness.
Copper carries the vibration
of the colors blue and green
which lends energy toward
calmness and inner peace. It
is responsible for the blue and
green coloring of copper sulfides such as chalcopyrite and
peacock copper, copper carbonates such malachite and
azurite. Experiment with copper during meditation. Make
an intention that you want to
be a conduit of peace.
Copper lightens up your consciousness and can assist you
when you need mental clarity.
Use this metal to help you think
clearly, stay focused on the task
at hand, and remember what
you are doing. The thermal and
electrical conductive qualities
of copper increases your ability
to tap into the cosmos to garner

wisdom, knowledge, and surprising information that can
be applied to increasing your
income. Use copper with the
intention that you will use the
inspired thoughts to be a money magnet.
Gratitude is a key to success
in all areas of your life. Copper can be used to help you
recall all the reasons that you
are grateful. Have gratitude
for what is and also for all the
blessings still yet to come.
Affirmation: I am a conduit for goodness, prosperity, and love. I am open to
receive inspiration, wealth,
and good health.
Margaret Ann Lembo is the author
of Chakra Awakening; Essential Guide
to Crystals, Minerals and Stones; the
Essential Guide to Aromatherapy and
Vibrational Healing; the Crystal Intentions Oracle; Masters, Mystics,
Saints, and Gemstone Guardians
Cards and more. She is a spiritual
entrepreneur, aromatherapist, and
the owner of The Crystal Garden —
a bookstore, in southeast Florida.
Find out more about Margaret Ann
at www.MargaretAnnLembo.com;
www.TheCrystalGarden.com; and
www.AcademyoftheSpiritualArts.
com or email at margaret@margaretannlembo.com

Honor Your Spirit:

HONOR YOUR SPIRIT:
LISTEN TO YOUR SPIRIT,
FIND YOUR PURPOSE,
AND WALK YOUR PATH
by Carolyn Coleridge, LCSW
Honor Your Spirit is a terrific book that explains the
reasons for being, and how to
create your passions and life
purpose by finding and listening to your own spirit, or higher self. Once you search for
your life purpose, you will then
find your passions, what you
are good at, what gives you joy,
and transform your life to create a life purpose, follow the
call of your heart, honor your
spirit, and fulfill your life mission. The author also tells her
own stories of spiritual discoveries, tragedies and triumphs,

and then gives guidance to inspire one to discover self healing techniques. She explains
the seven chakras that help
manage your emotional and
energy body systems, and gives
mind body exercises that lead
to a path of a better, healthier,
more fulfilling and balanced
physical and spiritual life.
Published by Honoryourspiritby
Carlolyn@gmail.com or available at
local bookstores and online.
Gary A. Miller is a horticulturalist, naturalist, and part Hunkpapa Lakota (mother was born and
raised on the Standing Rock Reservation), and educated in the ways
of nature, survival skills, and the
material culture of many tribes
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In Memoriam: Sri Mrinalini Mata
By Self-Realization Fellowship
Sri Mrinalini Mata, president and spiritual leader of
one of the world’s most influential Yoga organizations, SelfRealization Fellowship/Yogoda
Satsanga Society of India (SRF/
YSS), founded in 1920 by Paramahansa Yogananda (author of
Autobiography of a Yogi and
widely regarded as the father
of Yoga in the West), passed
away on August 3, 2017 at one
of the society’s residences for
nuns in Los Angeles. She was
86 years old.
Self-Realization Fellowship
teaches the universal essence
of all faiths – love for God,
and for the Divinity in all beings – and teaches its members to commune daily with
God through the system of
techniques of yoga meditation
brought to the West by Paramahansa Yogananda nearly 100
years ago. Today, SRF/YSS has
more than 800 temples, centers, and retreats in more than
60 countries.
Brother Achalananda, vice
president of Self-Realization
Fellowship, stated, “The inspiration of Sri Mrinalini Mata’s
life will leave an enduring imprint on all who have had the
good fortune to come in contact with her, either personally
or through the spiritual counsel she gave over the years in
her writings and recordings.
Her service to the work of our
founder, Paramahansa Yogananda, has been unique, historic,
and irreplaceable. Because of
her depth of understanding of
the profound and groundbreaking teachings on the yoga science of God-communion he
introduced to the world, and
her personal example of manifesting them in daily life with
purity, humility, compassion,
and wisdom, she will continue to be a guiding light for us
all.”
Among the tens of thousands
of SRF members and friends
14 / A W A R E N E S S M A G A Z I N E

Sri Mrinalini Mata
Photo courtesy of Self-Realization Fellowship, Los Angeles, Calif.

around the world, Sri Mrinalini Mata – whose name refers
to the lotus flower, a symbol
of spiritual unfoldment – was
deeply regarded as an exemplar of Sri Yogananda’s spiritual
principles and ideals, forever
encouraging those who sought
her counsel to bring the consciousness of God more closely
into their lives.
“The one wish in my heart,
my deep prayer,” she said, “is
to bring to you — and to leave
in your hearts, minds, and
souls — a deeper longing for
God, and a deeper awareness
of the reality of His presence,
the nearness to each one of us
of that Infinite Being.”
An ardent proponent of Yoga
philosophy and the science of
meditation, Sri Mrinalini Mata,
was one of a small group of

monastic disciples personally
trained by Sri Yogananda to
carry on the spiritual and humanitarian work of SRF/YSS,
serving his society for more
than 70 years. She served as
vice president of SRF/YSS from
1966 through 2010, and was
editor-in-chief of SRF/YSS publications. In 2011, she became
president of the society, following the passing of former president Sri Daya Mata, who held
the position from 1955 until
her death in November 2010.
Born Merna Brown on
May 8, 1931 in Wichita, Kansas, to Vera and William Wesley
Brown, Mrinalini Mata spent
most of her youth in Southern
California. From a very early
age she showed a strong interest in religion, regularly attending church with her family. She

was drawn to the teachings of
Paramahansa Yogananda at the
age of 14, shortly after hearing
him speak at the SRF Temple
in San Diego, California, which
her sister and mother had begun attending. When she met
Sri Yogananda for the first time
in December 1945, he instantly recognized her as one who
would play a key role in his
work in years to come.
With her parents’ permission, on June 10, 1946, Mrinalini Mata came to live at the
SRF Hermitage in Encinitas,
California, where she finished
her final years of high school
and simultaneously began receiving Sri Yogananda’s personal guidance. She entered
the SRF monastic community
in 1946, at the age of 15. Paramahansaji bestowed on her the
final vows of sannyas (renunciation of worldly ties and ambitions) in 1947, and he chose
for her the monastic name of
“Mrinalini.” A year later her
mother also entered Sri Yogananda’s ashram, receiving
the name Meera Mata after taking her final vow of sannyasi.
From the very beginning of
her life in the ashram, Sri Yogananda spoke openly to other
disciples about Mrinalini Mata’s future role. Through daily
association during the years
that followed, he devoted
close attention to the spiritual
training of this young nun (she
also completed her formal education in the local schools),
and personally guided her in
the preparation of his manuscripts and talks for publication after his passing, and to
oversee their translation into
other languages.
She served as editor-in-chief
of Self-Realization Fellowship
books, lessons, and periodicals
for many years, right up until
her passing. Sri Yogananda’s
critically acclaimed translation
(Continued on page 16)
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Reinterpreting Miracles
By Jordi May
Arguably, the idea of miracle
events has entered into the common consciousness through the
illustrative biblical narratives.
Whether it be the story of Jesus feeding the multitudes with
a few loaves of bread or turning water into wine, the idea of
‘objects of wonder’ (from the
Latin derivative, miraculum)
becoming inexplicably manifest has often assumed a dualism between two worlds of the
physical and spiritual. Be that
as it may, many people would
prefer to sidestep the explanatory detail and focus on the
meanings associated with the
symbolic elements of the gospel narratives.
In ‘The Way of Christ: The
Gospel of John through the
Unitive Lens’ , author Albert J.
LaChance says that in the miracle of changing the cisterns of
water into wine, ‘Jesus is here
revealing his ability to create
ex-nihilo, out of nothing’.
While LaChance points out
that ‘Yes, water, is something’,
through the perspective of Eastern mysticism he explains that
in the Taoist scripture called
The Secret of the Golden Flower, ‘water is a metaphor for
consciousness. Empty cisterns
filled with wine reveals the
pre-existence of Christ as that
consciousness out of which
creation emerges’. He says
this is a similar image to T.S.
Eliot’s Four Quartets, wherein
“the pool is filled with water
out of sunlight.”

LaChance outlines further
meanings, ‘such as the “emptying of the cistern of the self”
and being “refilled” with the
wine of pre-existent, infinite
consciousness’’, explaining
that the metaphor is emptying
and filling, with ‘the expulsion
of the egoself and being filled
with the Soul-Self’.
In further commentary on
the gospel of John, which offers an account of the miracle
of Jesus feeding the five thousand with the loaves of bread,
a story often given a Eucharistic interpretation, La Chance
says that ‘If we meditate about
and contemplate the story in
a deep way, we begin to see
that, regarding the experience
of feeding the multitudes, the
creation of the universe is
said to be actually happening again’, with matter made
manifest from nothing.
He goes so far as to say that
‘Because energy and matter
emanate from consciousness,
and because the ChristLogosis the unmanifest made manifest, a sub-universe erupts into
space/time, a micro-genesis,
as it were, becomes present
to us’.

This symbolic interpretation of the miracle narratives
continues with the gospel account of Jesus raising Lazarus,
where there are parallels with
the with Jesus’ crucifixion
n a r ra t ive . M e t a p h o r i c a l l y,
‘The “glory” of resurrection
is the ChristLogos I-dentity’,
explains LaChance, which he
characterises as the ‘essential
self or Divine Self present in
the individual, ‘made manifest as the essential self of Lazarus’, that same essential self
as Jesus of Nazareth.
In ‘The Miracles in the Gospels: What Do They Teach Us
about Jesus?’ author Keith Warrington invites us to another
symbolic interpretation of the
miraculous, in the narrative of
Christ walking on water, with
the passage essentially illustrating the relationship between
fear and trust. In the miracle
account, the disciples sitting
in a boat on the Sea of Galilee
are fearful when they see Jesus walking on the sea. He tells
them not to be afraid.
Warrington recounts that
each of the gospel narratives
‘record Jesus’ words, ego eimi
(‘It is I/ I am’), me phobe isthe

(‘do not fear’), with Mathew and
Mark both prefacing them with
tharseite (‘Be encouraged’)
He explains that with the
walking on the water, Jesus
(as reflecting God) sparks a
participation in the disciples
with the divine, allowing them
to see themselves more fully,
gradually allaying their own
fears through their trust in Jesus’ commission.
Author Marianne Williamson, in her book ‘A Year of Miracles’ says that miracles mark ‘a
shift in thinking’ which she explains as ‘a shift from fear into
love’. In Williamson’s previous
bestseller ‘A Course in Weight
Loss’, the author tells a similar message, explaining that
that ‘weighty thinking’ is selfdefeating. Williamson is influenced by the 1970’s bestseller
‘A Course in Miracles’, which
she called spiritual psychotherapy to help people relinquish a
thought system based on fear.
Another contemporary
thinker, Deepak Chopra, in his
book ‘The Future of God: A
Practical Approach to Spirituality for Our Times’, also calls
for a shift in thinking about the
(Continued on page 16)
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Sri Mrinalini
Mata...
(Continued from page 14)

and commentary on the Bhagavad Gita, God Talks With Arjuna; his masterful commentaries
on the Gospels, The Second
Coming of Christ: The Resurrection of the Christ Within
You; a multi-volume series of
his Collected Talks and Essays,
and several other volumes of
his poetry and inspirational
writings were all prepared
and published as a result of
her work. Most recently, she
completed a major enhancement and enlargement – as per
the instructions given to her by
Yogananda – of the Self-Realization Fellowship Lessons, a
comprehensive home-study
series providing instruction
in the Kriya Yoga system of
meditation that Paramahansa
Yogananda introduced worldwide, and his counsel on all
aspects of spiritual living.
Sri Mrinalini Mata often
spoke on the topic of the science of living. “In this world
of dualities and relativities, in

which we find so much pain,
sorrow, suffering, and turmoil,”
she once said, “there is a definite need for a scientific knowledge of how to live. We need
a science not just of bringing
more material prosperity and
more material ‘gadgets’ into
our lives, but a science of living. That is what humanity is
missing—what is causing all
of the problems and troubles
in our world today. And that is
what…Paramahansa Yogananda brought to the West in his
Kriya Yoga teachings.
“[Yoga] is a way of living,
a way of thinking, a way of behaving—and more than that, a
way of becoming. It is a changing of one’s self. The goal of the
science of Kriya Yoga…. is to
reawaken the sleeping image
of the Divine within….By contacting God in meditation, each
one of you must bring Him into
your own life, your own being,
your own consciousness, so
that you become changed—so
that darkness is banished from
your own consciousness.”
Over the years, Mrinalini
Mata made numerous visits to
India to assist Sri Daya Mata in

guiding the work of Yogananda’s spiritual society there.
She lectured on his teachings
to large audiences in principal
cities of the subcontinent. Her
talks on a variety of subjects,
including Kriya Yoga science of
meditation and the art of Godcentered living , have been
published in Self-Realization
magazine, in book form, and in
audio and video recordings.
Until the very end, she never ceased encouraging people
to seek God above all else. “If
you give even one hour of the
day to God in deep meditation,
making sincere effort,” she
said, “you will see how your
life changes.”

Reinterpreting
Miracles...
(Continued from page 15)

miraculous. He says of the supernatural, that ‘science has
brilliantly subdivided nature
into tiny pockets of knowledge
whilst missing the miraculousness of the whole’.
In his own passage about
miracles, Chopra says that mysteries ‘defy the separation between natural and supernatural’
and he opts for an explanation
of ‘merging the natural and supernatural’, quoting the founder of quantum physics, Max
Planck, who famously said:
“I regard consciousness as
fundamental. I regard matter
as derivative from consciousness. We cannot get behind

consciousness. Everything that
we talk about, everything that
we regard as existing, postulates consciousness.”
Chopra says the ‘Natural and
supernatural are infused with
the same properties of consciousness’, and that ‘nature
can accommodate any imaginable event’ if we ‘expand
the fence’ and ‘allow in more
reality’. In this way, he asks
where the lines are between
the natural and the supernatural. He proposes a level playing
field for all experiences, arguing that every experience takes
place in consciousness, a phenomena which is ‘inexplicable
at present’ and much less so by
the ‘materialistic assumptions
of science’.
Many theological commentators seek to explain the Biblical miracles in pockets of
knowledge, with a natural vs.
supernatural standpoint. In his
explanation of the miracle of
the driving back of the Red Sea
for the Israelites to cross on dry
land, James Hyatt in his commentary on Exodus, presents the
suggestion that the event can be
explained by a strong, hot wind
from the East or North East drying up the marshy lagoon around
the southern end of Lake Menzaleh which was the ‘sea’ the Israelites were to cross.
A plausible explanation, but
how much more can we allow?
Jordi May is a freelance journalist.
She is welcoming people to interview,
and books and events to review. Please
contact jordiann@hotmail.com if you
feel you have something of interest.

The Perfect Man
for the Holidays

Read the Award Winning
A Darker Magic This Way Comes
www.adarkermagicthiswaycomes.com
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BOOKSTORES and GIFTS

The Latest Thing
Metaphysical & 12 Step Store

Great Gifts!

Friendly Service!

• Candles, Incense, Oils, Crystals
• Tarot, Pendulums
& Divination Tools
• Books, Daily Meditations, CD’s
and Workbooks
• 12-Step Recovery Chips, Key
Tags and Medallion Holders
• Jewelry, T-Shirts, Hats, Bumper
Stickers, Mugs & God Boxes
• Book Covers, Greeting Cards
• Bookmarks and more...

Special Orders
Gift Wrapping
Gift Certificates
Psychic Readers
Classes and Workshops

The Latest Thing
Unique Bookstore & Gift Shop
1576 Newport Blvd.
Costa Mesa, Ca 92627

Hours

Monday — Friday 9 -6
Saturday 10-6, Sunday 10-5
Open 7 Days Week

FREE — 1 QUESTION READING
Phone Consultations
Private Parties
Book an Appointment

(949) 574-8900
www.LatestThing.com

BOOKS, DVD’s, FOODS & PRODUCTS
FOR THE CONSCIOUS LIFESTYLE
Our Retail Store has a great
selection of Raw, Vegan & Organic
foods, Natural hair & skin care
items and essential oils, plus other
health related products.

tions, Environmental Issues, Animal Rights and Spirituality.

We also carry an extensive selection of books and DVD’s on
Nutrition, Health, Freethinking,
Conspiracies, Ancient Civiliza-

We will soon have more crystals
and gift items available as well as
a selection of Organic Clothing and
Accessories.

We h o s t We e k l y S e m i n a r s ,
Workshops, Movie Screenings and
other Special Events.

NEW LOCATION!

The Living Temple

7561 Center Ave., #8
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
(in Old World Village)

(714) 891-5117
www.thelivingtemple.com
Email: thelivingtemple@earthlink.net

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 11:00am to 7:00pm
and Sunday 12:00 to 6:00pm

COUNSELING and GUIDANCE
GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR PERSONAL GATEKEEPER...

The producer/director of the play your soul wrote before you came into this lifetime
St. Germain’s teachings for 2017
will be about Sacred Alchemy and
how that transforms our lives.
Personal Growth will continue.

Molly Rowland

Molly Rowland trans-channels
St. Germain, The Council of LightAscended Masters and members
of the Space Brotherhood. Her
ability to put you in touch with
your personal Gatekeeper is unique. She is a Medical Intuitive,
Astrological Consultant and Tarot
reader with over 40 years experience.

Our fall intensive will be November 10, 11-12. The title is
“The Elements and Elementals
of Magik”. The elements effect
everything in life. Each person
has a primary element that is the
element most easily accessed in
many situations. It also shows in
the personality and the nature.
All elements are accessible, but
the primary element is a personal
dynamic. Join us in person or by
phone. Contact Molly.

Our newsletter, “Pot of Gold”
is a free monthly offering.
For more information, visit:

voiceofthegatekeepers.com
email: mollyrowland22@gmail.com
P.O. Box 1052, Lander, WY 82520

(307) 335-8113

Kitaro — November 17, 2017 — Immanuel Presbyterian Church — Los Angeles
www.domomusicgroup.com/kitaro
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EDUCATION
CALIFORNIA COLLEGE OF NATuRAL MEDICINE
ccnM is a non-profit 501c3
school, licensed to operate by
the california Bureau for private
post-Secondary Education, offering both entry level and advanced
continued education.
we offer both online and residential professional trainings in a
wide spectrum of energy medicine
and holistic health. one of our

strengths is our experienced staff
and faculty!

CCNM PROFESSIONAL
TRAININGS

*clinical nutritionist *Holistic
Health Practitioner (neuro-Physical Reprogramming) *naturopathic
Practitioner *nutraceutical consultant *Homeopathic Endocrinology

*Master Herbalist *Homeopathic
Practitioner *Integrative Reflexology *Master Qigong Practitioner
*Manual Holistic Medicine *Biological Dental consultant *Practitioner
Prerequisites.

(800) 421-5027
www.cconm.com

GRAPHIC DESIGN/PHOTOGRAPHY
CHRYSALIS CONSULTING and DESIGN
the transformation you deserve®
do you and/or your company need
help with any aspect of your business? chrysalis provides business
consulting, graphic design, photography and marketing.

CHRYSALIS
Consulting and Design
Business & personal consulting
Graphic design/photography

phoToGRaphY
• Events and People
• Nature and Documentary
• Architecture and Real Estate

• Business and Commercial
• Artistic and Travel
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GRaphic dESiGn
Business Cards
Corporate Ids and Logos
Brochures
Posters
Color Specialist

Signs and Menus
Stationery
CDs and DVDs
Real Estate Ads
Newsletters
Book Covers
Type Setting

(323) 673-1088
ChrysalisConsultDesign
@gmail.com

HEALERS
intuitive holistiC energy heAler

Daniel the Healer

we humans are more than just
individual organs and systems.
Many times, when you are suffering, the true cause is not rooted in
the physical. The real reason may
be an emotional disturbance or an
energetic imbalance. one needs
to look at you holistically, looking
at your physical, emotional, mental
and spiritual levels all at once.

I can do this for you. So if you
have been going to doctor after
doctor and no one can figure you
out, or you despise medications
and their side effects, i offer you alternative solutions for well-being.

office in Encino, ca
but i also work very effectively
over Skype

You can find more
information at
DanielTheHealer.com.
For appointments please
call (818) 855-1377 or
email me at
daniel@danielthehealer.com
Experience Healing
with Love!

HOLISTIC DENTISTS
Affordable Holistic Dental Clinic in Mexico
AMERICAN

• $50 Exam includes Teeth
Cleaning & Panoramic
X-rays
• $75-$85 Mercury Filling
replacement with Bio
Compatible Composites
• $150 Wisdom Teeth
Extractions by U.S.-trained
MD, DDS, Surgeon
The american Bio-dental center follows “The huggins protocol”
for dental revisions and detoxification.
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• Quality, safe dentistry at a
fraction of the cost
• Safe Silver (Mercury) Fillings
Removal
• Bio-compatible Dental Materials
• Environmentally friendly office
at the five-star Grand hotel
• Five minute cab drive from
the border

ing the American Bio-Dental Center.
They did an excellent job at a fraction
of the cost! I am so pleased to have
found a biological dentistry clinic
with the advanced training from Dr.
Huggins to refer my clients to.”
— Joyce Johnson, phd,
nutritionist, author, Talk Show host

Call today!

I spent a fortune with another holistic dentist in the US before discover-

1 (877) 231-5701
www.americanbiodental.com
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HOLISTIC DENTISTS

Holistic Dentistry . . . Relax in our Spa-Like office

JEFFRY S. KERBS, D.D.S.
The art of creating beautiful smiles

Let us help bring your mouth
to optimum health and beauty
through non-surgical laser gum
therapy and metal-free dentistry.
We are a small private office
with emphasis on comfort, personal attention, and restoring
the natural beauty of your teeth.
We practice conser vative replacement of mercury containing
fillings, keeping the maximum
amount of your natural t e e t h
in tact and strengthening them
with biocompatible materials.

Your visit to the dentist does
not need to be a stressful one.
Please ask us about our extensive
comfort menu to make sure your
visit is as stress-free as possible.
We offer digital X-rays which uses
90% less radiation.
We now have VELscope, a safe
bluelight oral cancer screening system, the latest in technology in detecting abnormalities before they
become something of concern.
As part of our holistic approach to
dentistry, we now provide completely

natural oxygen/ozone therapy. This
therapy can enhance outcomes in
all aspects of dentistry, including
cavities treatment with minimal to
no driling.

Jeffry S. Kerbs, D.D.S.

Loma Linda University Graduate 1983
240 S. Hickory, Suite 207
Escondido, CA 92025

(760) 746-3663
We invite you to visit our website

www.drjkerbs.com

RETREATS
Inner Journeys

Spiritual Day Retreats & Healing Vacations
in Beautiful Sedona, Arizona
“Experiences guided by Spirit…
“Allow us to support your personal
healing & spiritual growth through
private, individualized & spiritually
guided services & ceremonies.
Feel the difference in both quality
& care as we personally serve
as your healing guides
from start to finish.”
-Kurt & Mariposa

SEDONA, AZ

…powerful medicine for the Soul!”

Our services include:

♥ Spiritual Vortex Tours
♥ Personal Healing Ceremonies
♥ Empowerment Sessions
♥ Medicine Wheel Teachings
♥ Karma Clearing
♥ Soul-recovery
♥ Native American Ceremonies
♥ Angel Medicine
♥ Spiritual Massage Therapy
♥ Life Purpose Acceleration
♥ And More!

Inner Journeys is continually
hosting single, multi-day, &
weeklong spiritual retreats for
singles, couples, & girl get-a-ways.
Contact us today to discuss retreat
options or to schedule one of our
healing services ala carte!

(928) 282-1706
www.sedona-spiritualretreats.com
kurt@innerjourneys.us

Weekly Meditations & Inspirational Services




               
                  

“The more you feel peace in meditation, the closer you are to God.”

—Paramahansa Yogananda, author of Autobiography of A Yogi

The timeless, scientific methods
of Kriya Yoga meditation taught by
Paramahansa Yogananda help dissolve the inner barriers between
you and the infinite Peace that is
your divine essence.
Each week monks of the Self-Realization Order lead inspirational
services focused on meditation and
spiritual ideals for everyday living.
By applying these principles, you
can create a life of lasting happiness and harmony in body, mind,
and soul.

We would love
to have you join us!

EVERY SUNDAY & THURSDAY
• Pacific Palisades
www.lakeShrine.org
• Hollywood
www.hollywoodTemple.org
• Glendale
www.glendaleTemple.org
• Fullerton
www.fullertonTemple.org

• Encinitas
www.encinitasTemple.org
• San Diego
www.sandiegoTemple.org
• Phoenix
www.phoenixTemple.org
To learn more about the teachings of Paramahansa Yogananda,
please visit the SRF home page at
www.yogananda-srf.org or call
our Los Angeles headquarters:

(323) 225-2471

We Care Holistic Health Spa and Fasting Retreat
Rejuvenate your
Body & Mind

WE CARE

Spa

JUICE FASTING &
S P I R I T U A L R E T R E AT

All natural Liquid fasting Program, consisting of organic
raw vegetable juices, soups,
herbal teas, water and lemon
and products such as spirulina,
chlorella wheat grass, barley,
psyllium and minerals...
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As well as:
• Lymphatic Stimulation
Massages
• Digestive Release
• Colon Hygiene
• Yoga, Meditation, Spiritual
	Healing, Energy Work,
Breath work
• Nutrition and Vegetarian
Cooking Classes
• Mineral Bath Passes

(Since 1986)

We Care Spa has been teaching
nutrition and the principals of how
to nurture a healthy life style for
over 19 years.
All this and more to help you feel
vibrant and Healthy!
Call Now For a free Brochure

(800) 888-2523 (760) 251-2261
Limited Accommodations

www.wecarespa.com

email: info@wecarespa.com
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Could Electromagnetic-Field Sensitivity be the New Tobacco?
Building Biologists Improve Health Protection with New Radiation Detection and Filter Services
By B.D. Erickson II
Decades ago when society
considered the health risk of tobacco addiction manufacturers
could argue that there was no
scientific evidence that linked
smoking to lung cancer. Now a
new debate that bears a striking
resemblance has emerged and
experts worry that modern nations have not yet awakened to
the pervasive biological damage
that may be caused by electromagnetic-field (EMF) toxicity.
Yes, that means Wi-Fi, smart
meters, cellphones and the antenna towers built to service
these communication needs
are producing harmful radiation. In addition to wireless,
another form of EMF pollution, dirty electricity, is radiated from alternating current
(AC) circuitry in homes and
businesses. How big is the

concern? Big enough to spawn
a new industry that offers sophisticated detection tools and
EMF filtering services.
If research is not entirely conclusive, whistle-blowers point to
the many peer-reviewed studies
that indicate EMF toxicity possibly increases the likelihood
of autism, childhood leukemia,
adult brain cancer, Lou Gehrig’s
disease, and miscarriages while
acute symptoms of headache,
fatigue and insomnia abound.
Beginning as early as 1972,
the Naval Medical Research
Institute revealed that personnel exposed to radio frequency
and microwave radiation had
reported troublesome health
effects such as sleeplessness,
brain fog, headaches, depression, heart problems, skin
rashes and muscle fatigue. Of-

ESSAYS BY COLUMNIST & WRITER
ROBERT ROSS

From The Isle of Serendip

ten, physicians cannot explain
the increase in these types of
non-contagious symptoms.
Funding to explore this issue
was not provided.
Meanwhile, the U.S. National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences (NIEHS) concludes that scientific evidence is
weak, and therefore EMF exposure should not be included in
discussions about the ill-effects
of tobacco and other products
that are now known to be health
hazards. It should be noted that
it took many years before cigarettes were confirmed as a lifethreatening habit.
Experts like Eric Windheim,
a certified electromagnetic radiation specialist and building
biology environmental consultant, sees at least two challenges to unmasking the truth:

Reach A
Targeted
Market of
Over 200,000
Readers!
Distributed in
Southern California,
some areas of
Arizona, New Mexico
and Hawaii
For Advertising

Information
Call (714) 283-3385
awarenessmag.com
“Sit back and relax as the author takes
you on a magnificent tour”
-- Avery Kerr, author of Sacred Objects
Available Online at Amazon
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facebook.com/
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twitter.com/awarenessinfo
instagram.com/
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Institutions move slowly, and
both corporate entities and
governments understandably
like the profits (and taxes) that
emerging technologies provide.
He also understands the human
desire for cellphones and other
wireless innovations.
Although EMF damage has
been in existence only about
125 years, Windheim cites
many studies and historical data
to back his beliefs. For example,
distributed electricity was a new
phenomenon when it was first
provided to cities. Shortly thereafter, life spans began to decline
among urban dwellers. This was
not the case for farm families
where power lines were not yet
available. That changed after
World War II when rural residents could finally bask in the
glow of electric lightbulbs.
“Electricity flies through
space as a wave form. It has an
impact when it hits things, including people. Studies and statistics show that the biological
impact is harmful,” he says.
These days the use of wireless networks and devices is expanding at a pace unimaginable
in the previous century. Therefore, the one thing both sides of
the debate can agree on is that
there is a huge hunger for the
pervasive use of the innovative
technology in classrooms, hospitals, businesses and homes.
The explosion of wireless communications means children
whose bodies have not fully
developed, and workers in a
host of industries, are regularly
exposed to EMF radiation.
EMF experts say the goal is
not to stop the growth of new
technologies but to expand
awareness of the ramifications
of exposure. Teaching human
beings how to minimize exposure is also essential. But true
remediation can’t happen until
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

every person, household and
business makes an effort to detect and measure the source of
the problem.
Fortunately, instruments and
tools have been developed for
this purpose. Experts like Windheim believe they will help
convince society that the EMF
controversy is real and fixable.
Solutions, Dirty Electricity
Since peer-reviewed studies
indicate that sleep improves
when bedrooms are cleaned of
radiation sources, Windheim
recommends removing computers and turning off cellphones
when not in use or forward
incoming calls to a landline
telephone when at home. But
keep in mind that even a cordless telephone base produces
microwave radiation 24 hours
per day.
Other methods of reducing
EMF exposure in the home include using a cable connection
only to surf online. Otherwise,
Windheim suggests homeowners turn off their in-home Wi-Fi
networks when not in use.
“In my opinion, EMF exposure is the new tobacco,” he
says. “I’m basically a house
doctor. I help people create a
safe haven in an electromagnetic world. I recommend changes
be made now, before the debate
catches up to the problem.”
After making changes to

reduce contact with airborne
radiation at home, building biologists say homeowners would
be wise to install certain electric power management systems
such as the Power Perfect Box
by Satic USA. This particular
system reportedly can reduce
“dirty” electricity by as much
as 90 percent.
Dirty electricity, or power, is
common throughout the United
States and caused by the disruption of AC. Most homeowners
experience this through energy surges, spikes, interference
or distortion when, for example, television reception turns
fuzzy after a vacuum cleaner
is turned on. Other examples
include popping or clicking
sounds heard on audio speakers
when a kitchen appliance cycle
changes. This radiation is emitted through electrical panels,
circuit wiring and appliances.
Homeowners can’t see dirty
power unless they use tools
now available to measure its
presence. A Gigahertz Solutions NFA1000 3D EMF Meter
indicates wiring code violations
that are the cause of magnetic
fields and its data is sophisticated enough to be used in legal
debates. This device also measures the amount of EMF pollution on a person’s body caused
by wires in the walls of a home.
By reducing or eliminating the
field, Windheim says homeowners sleep and rest better,
and they heal faster from vari-
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ous ailments. To measure dirty
electricity, use a Stetzer Meter
and to visualize the frequencies, voltage amplitude and
waveforms use a specially filtered oscilloscope.
Windheim tested the Power Perfect Box after a recommendation by a colleague. The
product protects against spikes,
surges and sags— short-term
decreases in voltage levels—
and comes with a 10-year product warrantee. When installed
at the main electrical panel,
it can protect an entire house.
He was impressed with its effectiveness.
Another advantage of the
device’s whole-home surge
protection is extending the life
of electronics and appliances,
decreasing maintenance and
replacement costs. Under normal circumstances electronics
dissipate excess power from the
electric panel as heat, which
can shorten their lifespan. The
power conditioning device
turns this wasted heat energy
into real working power. In doing so, it extends the life of everything from a solar inverter
to the TV, refrigerator, and air
conditioner, thus avoiding premature replacement.
Depending on the size of the
problem, the cost of detectors

and EMF remediation may set
back some homeowners thousands of dollars. But Windheim
often responds by reminding
consumers that “It’s a fraction of
the cost to stay in a hospital oncology unit. Take your pick.”
Another irony is that homeowners don’t realize radiation can be a by-product of
good intentions. For example,
installation of solar panels may
reduce a utility bill, yet Windheim says it may do more harm
than good.
Any AC/DC inverter will by
design create high frequency
transients on every wire in your
home, and this spews a lot of
dirty electricity into your environment.
Also, be aware that smart
meters may be a convenience
for the utilities that install them
on homes and apartment buildings, but these wireless devices
that transmit data use microwave radiation to do so. Some
homeowners have demanded
that the meters be removed and
replaced with analog meters,
or the Perfect Power Box can
detect and remove the voltage
transients—more dirty power—
the devices can emit.
“While researchers, govern(Continued on page 25)
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Italy Bans All Animal Circus Acts
By Awareness Magazine Contributor
Italy, with one of the biggest
circus industries in the world,
voted to phase out ALL animals
in circuses and traveling shows
following a vote in the Assembly
of the Parliament. Rules for implementation of the new legislation
to phase out all animals in circuses will be set out within one
year by a Ministerial decree. The
ban has been hailed by Animal
Defenders International (ADI) as
a major breakthrough.
Italy is the 41st country to
pass a national law prohibiting
animals in circuses, with an estimated 100 circuses and some
2,000 animals, and the move is
being heralded as one of the biggest victories ever in the campaign to stop circus suffering.
Jan Creamer, President of
Animal Defenders International, said: “Traveling from place
to place, week after week, using temporary collapsible cages
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and pens, circuses simply cannot
provide for the needs of the animals. Through ADI’s undercover
investigations we have shown the
violence and abuse that is used
to force these animals to obey
and perform tricks. We applaud
Italy and urge countries like the
UK and the US to follow this example and end this cruelty.”
ADI supported the launch
of the Italian circus bill, with
ADI President Jan Creamer addressing a special workshop
organized by the Italian group
LAV at the Senate, followed
by a screening of the awardwinning film Lion Ark. The acclaimed film tells the story of
the dramatic rescue of every
circus animal by ADI in Bolivia
following a ban there.
Undercover investigations
by ADI inside animal circuses
in the UK, Europe, US, and
South America have lifted the

curtain on the abuse that goes
on behind the scenes in circuses
leading to bans in countries as
diverse as Greece, Singapore,
Costa Rica, Taiwan and Colombia. In Bolivia and Peru, ADI
has completed major enforcement operations, with wildlife
officials and police, tracking
down every circus and rescuing all the animals – approaching 200 animals were rescued
and relocated.
Expert analysis of scientific
evidence undertaken by Professor Stephen Harris at Bristol University last year concluded, “The
available scientific evidence indicates that captive wild animals
in circuses and other travelling
animal shows do not achieve
their optimal welfare requirements.” The report stated that
“Life for wild animals in travelling circuses…does not appear
to constitute either a ‘good life’
or a ‘life worth living’”.
The Federation of Veterinarians
of Europe (FVE) has concluded
“there is by no means the possibility that their [wild mammals in
traveling circuses’] physiological,
mental and social requirements
can adequately be met.”
The British Veterinary Association concludes that “The
welfare needs of non-domesticated, wild animals cannot be
met within a travelling circus - in
terms of housing or being able to
express normal behaviour.”
In the United States, the cam-

paign has been accelerated by
the collapse of the country’s
largest animal circus Ringling
Brothers Barnum and Bailey
Circus, and ADI is calling for
Congress to support the Traveling Exotic Animal and Public
Safety Protection Act (HR1759),
a federal bill that would end the
use of wild animals in traveling
circuses. Introduced by Representatives Ryan Costello (R-PA)
and Raúl Grijalva (D-AZ), the
bill currently has 32 co-sponsors
and ADI has a week of action
next week calling for more.
In Scotland, the government
has introduced a bill to ban
wild animals in circuses which
has progressed to Stage 2 for
further scrutiny. ADI and local
supporters are urging Members
of the Scottish Parliament to
back the legislation.
In Wales, the government
has recently consulted on mobile animal exhibits and asked
whether a ban on wild animals
in circuses should be considered. ADI and local supporters
submitted responses to.
In England, the government
has stated that it remains committed to a ban but has given no
indication as to when the legislation, drafted and scrutinized back
in 2013, will be introduced.
Also, in Ireland, a private
members bill to ban wild animals in circuses will be debated
on November 21st.
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By Chris L. Thompson

From The Isle
of Serendip
by Robert Ross
This is an offering from Mr.
Robert Ross. You might recognize him as the writer of the
Reflexions column featured in
Awareness Magazine. However, he has written for numerous
publications since the 1970s.
This collection of thought-provoking petite essays on a variety of subjects are gems. Each
one is carefully crafted. Some
are from the minutiae of life.
Swimming becomes a spiritual
event and skiing results in an
epiphany.
There are other essays as
well. The stories about his travels in various countries unveils
the unique cultures found in
each one. Mr. Ross also tackles
subjects that are painful to discuss in the section aptly titled
“Unwelcome Events.” A few
of these events are personal in
nature like cancer. September
11, 2001 is integral part of the
world’s consciousness.
Some essays resonate in the
subconscious mind and will
surface long after the reading;
others stay in the forefront of
your mind awhile. If you are
looking for bite-sized pieces
of wisdom while you go about
your day; each of the essays in
this book are a perfect fit.

how to meditate in the “now”;
not before or after the events
that cause us stress. Stress (i.e.
Mental Pollution) is the underlying cause of most of the illness found today.
The ten practices in this
book teach us how to manage,
detoxify, and recycle the stress
created in our daily lives. Each
of the practices target the stress
created during specific circumstances. These practices are
derived from teachings passed
down through the generations.
Michel Pascal’s dual lineages
of Buddhism and Christianity
has given him deep insight. I
am glad that he has chosen to
share it with us in this tome.

Published by Abrams Image, an imprint of ABRAMS www.abramsbooks.
com
Available from local booksellers
and online.

Pure & Simple:
A Natural Food
Way of Life
by Pascale Naessens
Belgium’s celebrated cookbook author and television
cook releases this newest work
in English.

A former supermodel who
once struggled with an eating
disorder, she has discovered a
new way to eating that encompasses old ideas. Her approach
is natural eating along with
simple food combining.
Food combining, particularly not combining complex
proteins with complex carbohydrates has been around for
centuries. The book gives you
a crash course in its history
as well as its practice in your
life.
Sound advice is coupled
with fantastic recipes that are
easy to prepare. These recipes
are sorted into six main categories ; three of which are from
the sea. There is also a section
on breakfast, desserts, and fermentation of vegetables. Each
recipe is accompanied by a
beautiful photo of the dish presented in vessels designed by
the author. This cookbook is a
must for any and all who enjoy
good food and healthy living.
Published in Dutch by Lannoo Publishers, Belgium
Published in English by Abrams,
an imprint of ABRAMS. www.abrams
books.com
Available at local booksellers and
online.

Remembering the Light
Within: A Course in
Soul-Centered Living
by Mary R. Hulnick, PhD. and
H.Ronald Hulnick, PhD.

Authors Mary and Ronald
Hulnick are the co-directors of
the University of Santa Monica.
Their teachings revolve around
a quote by Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin “We are not human
beings having a spiritual experience. We are spiritual beings
having a human experience.” In
Remembering the Light Within,
this realization begins by understanding the difference between Goal Line and Soul Line
experiences. The Goal Line exists in the physical world and
the Soul Line deals with the
spiritual or inner world. Each
chapter guides you through the
process of soul-centered living.
The book starts with clear intent and seeing your authentic
self. Then it progresses to seeing others without the ego’s
filter. There are lessons on the
reframing of life events and
self forgiveness. The practices
at the end of each chapter are
succinct. The authors’ relate
their personal experiences and
I found it very reassuring. Their
stories ground the teachings as
achievable in the hectic world
in which we live. Everyone
should have a spiritual living
textbook of this quality on their
bookshelf.
Published by Hay House, Inc.
www.hayhouse.com
Available at your local booksellers
and online.

(Continued on page 25)

Published by Robert Ross sandi
egoross@yahoo.com
Available from local booksellers
and online.

Meditation for Daily
Stress: 10 Practices for
Immediate Well-being
by Michel Pascal
M r. Pa s c a l ’s m a n u al o n
meditation is clear and concise. His views on the power
of meditation are timely and
make perfect sense. This is a
powerful course on learning
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That we take the chaotic invitation to become our best selves.
We must remember that our ultimate resource is to
choose to awaken from deep sleep
Away from confusion and distraction into the light.

By Audrey Hope

2018 Miracle Prayer
I wish for a certain kind of peaceOne person at a timeI wish for the kind of freedom that looks up and in – side,
The sort of peace that asks no permission,
Waits on no one,
And is mine/ours/everyones because we say so
and we are free.
This solace requires that we stop honoring the wrong heroes
And to not look at the wrong places to save us.
It is not in the media, the politicians, the superficial stars,
It is you and me who do the real work.
I wish in this spiritual time like no other,
When systems are breaking down,
And hearts are shattering in despair and fear.
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Today we are powerful because we correct learned
misinformation about our reality
To be sick and tired of lies and hate
And return to our place where true salvation lies - within,
Into love that is laser sharp/unyielding.
The alarm clock of our times is the clarion call to be
who we are in our infinite possibility.
Self- actualized divinely illuminated people
can never be controlled.
This kind of freedom is ours not for the asking
but for the taking.
Declare the miracle now- and may 2018 fulfill the prophecy
A legacy of free powerful people returned
to take back the earth.
I wish us all that kind of peace,
I wish for that practical miracle.
Audrey Hope is a spiritual counselor and host/producer of
R E A L WO M E N , a n i n t e r n a t i o n a l awa rd - w i n n i n g t a l k s h ow d e d i c a t e d t o l i f e - a l t e r i n g p e r s p e c t i ve s . Vi s i t : a s k a u d r ey n ow. c o m a u
dreyhope.com and www.youtube.com/audreyhopenow Her CD, The High
Voltage Hope System, is available on amazon.com
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By Robert Ross

Aging
Who’s on My Dance Card?
Pulling the front door handle of the fitness center, I enter
a world of metal and clinking
weights. Key fob scanned by a
small device, a beep welcomes
me. My eyes turn immediately
toward a semi-darkened large
room often used for yoga and
hips that gyrate in Zumba
classes. The room is empty. It’s
my room now, my sanctuary.
Lying flat on a rubberized mat,
comforted by silence, my journey begins.
The Journey Begins with
Effort
On my back, knees rise toward the chest, while fingers
clasp behind the neck. Head
lifts inches off the mat, then
the right elbow aims at the
left knee as the knee comes
forward. They touch, retreat.
The left elbow raises, twists
and aims at the right knee.
The movement repeats with silent counting, one, two, three,
four, five … the mantra continues for minutes. Abdominal
exercises followed by balance
exercises, followed by stretches, followed by additional balance exercises complete the
sanctuary experience.
The National Council on Aging reminds those of retirement
age, through ads and products
sold on TV, that one-fourth of
Americans aged sixty-five and
over fall each year. Every eleven seconds, the emergency
room treats an older adult for
a fall; and every nineteen minutes an older adult dies from
a fall.
Determined to be missing

from “Americans that fall” statistics, I focus, tell myself life
is about balance – physical,
emotional, work, relationships.
Balance.
Warm up over, I leave the
darkened sanctuary and walk
t owa r d t h e m a ch i n e s I ’ve
grown to like, to appreciate, to
understand; machines which
have served me over the years,
allowing for a physically active life.
The gym’s workout equipment lures with whispers,
“Touch me, grab me, I’m here
for you.” The mirrors lining the
walls reflect a certain reality,
“look … if you dare.” And private thoughts swirl with images
of strength, power, and control
over one’s destiny.
Rhythm
Who’s on my dance card? I
check the three-by-five and see
the first dance is with my friend
“seated dip.” Approaching, imperceptibly nodding, I sit, adjust weight levels. Formalities
over, the dance begins. There’s
a rhythm, one, two, three, four,
push, exhale, release, inhale,
push, exhale, release, inhale.
Heavy breathing, it’s a fastpaced dance, a cha-cha. Fatigued, the movement comes
to an end. Rising, I bow to my
partner and once again check
my dance card.
Moving from machine to
machine, I feel a different cadence, a unique rhythm with
each exercise. American writer
Maya Angelou said, “Everything
in the universe has a rhythm,
everything dances.” My dance
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varies with each exercise, and
with each person at the gym.
I’ve worked various muscles,
now it’s time to work on Latin
rhythm. Upstairs, my dance
partner, Ms. Elliptical, is a real
“heart-throb.”
We’ve all read that heart
disease is the leading cause of
death in the U.S. The American
Heart Association recommends
at least 30 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic activity 5
days per week. For lowering
blood pressure and cholesterol, an average of 40 minutes of
moderate to vigorous-intensity
aerobic activity three or four
times per week is recommended. My partner, Ms. Elliptical,
is not only a heart-throb, but a
heart saver.
Right foot on the right platform, left foot on the left platform, hands grasp handles.
Earbuds in, iPod set to Salsa
music, here we go. Moving,
right hand forward, while left
leg retreats, then I push forward
with my left hand, the right leg
retreats; back and forth, back
and forth, trying to find the
beat, the rhythm, trying to lockit-in. A little faster, I tell myself.
There, that’s it. Perfect. I glance
at the screen. The handles of
the elliptical have heart rate
transmitters. The screen flashes
80 beats per minute, then 90,
100, keep dancin’, 110, 120.
Breathe, all right, that’s good,
one-twenty, settle in, enjoy the
music. Time fades. I dance.
Any study of healthy aging
has exercise at the top of the
list. Exercise, healthy diets,
plenty of sleep, a good social
network and engaging in challenging mental activities are
equally important, many found
at the gym.
Workout complete, I scribble
some notes to myself, “Check
YouTube for best skiing exercises. Check YouTube for best
lower back stretches.”
Glancing about, I reflect.
Gyms have changed dramatically since I first started working out during college. In my
junior and senior year, Jack LaLanne’s European Health Spa
employed me, as a trainer – of

sorts. Call it trainer-lite. I wore
a white lab coat and carried
a clipboard, wandering about
socializing, perhaps answering
a question or two, like “How
late is the gym open?” Pretty
silly, but they paid me. Today’s
Personal Trainers have gone
through rigorous training and
certification, a far cry from the
early days.
The gym is a petri dish, a lab.
Here experiments are done on
the self, determination honed,
and visions of physique are
made real.
An ocean breeze greets me
as I open the door to leave. Life
is good.
Copyright 2017, by Robert Ross,
all rights reserved
Robert Ross can be reached at:
SanDiegoRoss@yahoo.com

Book Reviews...
(Continued from page 23)
Chris L. Thompson is a freelance
p h o t o g ra p h e r a n d d o c u m e n t a ry
filmmaker who makes his home
with his family in Sacramento.

Dirty
Electricity...
(Continued from page 21)

ment institutions and corporations debate the hazards, we all
need to do everything we can to
protect the health of our families,” Windheim says.
B.D. Erickson II is the President
of Satic USA. Satic is committed to
the design, development and manufacturing of energy saving products
designed to be inexpensive, easy to
use and truly effective with the goal
to create the change our world and
economy needs. www.saticusa.com

“If the only prayer you
ever say in your entire
life is thank you, it will be
enough”

— Meister Eckhart

“Make America GREEN
again.”
— The Sierra Club
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OVERWHELMED! — Feeling
helpless, confused, exhausted?
VERNON HOWARD’s tremendous truths offer a NEW not
merely different life for you.
Experience CALM COMMAND
at home, work, with friends or
alone. Classes: Fridays 8 PM,
Sundays 10 AM, NewLife, 5785
Westminster Blvd., Westminster;
Wednesdays, 7:30 PM, Neighborhood Church, Pasadena. $3
donation (714) 899-9300. www.
anewlife.org

Monday, Nov 13th, 7:30 p.m.
‘8 Great Spiritual Facts of Life’.
Hiromi Duet featuring Edmar
Castañeda. Appearing for the
first time in a duet format, the
remarkable jazz pianist Hiromi
joins forces with harpist Edmar Castañeda for an electrifying collaboration. “The first
time I heard Edmar, I simply
said ‘WOW!’” declared Hiromi. “Hiromi is one of the
most remarkable pianists of the
past half century.” - All Music.
Edmar Castañeda is “almost a
world unto himself.” - The New
York Times The Broad Stage
1310 11th St, Santa Monica, CA
90401 (310) 434-3200

Transmission Medit at ion
Meditate to serve the world
and enhance your own spiritual growth. Groups meet weekly throughout SoCal. Safe, scientific, extremely potent and
always free. Talk & meditation
every month at Santa Monica
Library. (310)444-2978, SoCal@share-international.us,
www.Share-International.us/
west
Learn to share your thoughts.
Perfect your public speaking
skills with like minded seekers
at Spiritual Well Being Toastmasters club. We meet the 1st
and 3rd Sunday at 9742 Flower St. Bellflower, CA. Contact
s.m.cameron@hotmail.com

Saturday, Nov 18th, 7-8:30 pm
‘8 Great Spiritual Facts of Life’.
We’re entering a new era on
planet Earth, and the changes
are coming soon! Counselor
and meditation facilitator Dick
Larson talks about laws of life
that will illuminate our path
and help us through the coming
transformation. Learning Light
Fdn., Room 130, 1212 East Lincoln Ave, Anaheim 92805. Info:
(310)444-2978.

DECEMBER

JANUARY

DECEMBER 1 - 3 Animal Communication Workshop. Friday
evening Talk $20. Program details and Early Bird November
17: www.DianaDelMonte.com

SAT + SUN January 27 - 28
AKASHIC RECORDS PRACTITIONER CERTIFICATION,
with Barbara Schiffman, LA /
Burbank, 10am - 7pm. Access
our collective Soul-dimension
for guidance, direction, evolution via Linda Howe’s Pathway
Prayer Process. Register: (818)
415-3479. Info: www.YourLifeandSoul.com, www.Meetup.
com/AkashicLA

Sunday, December 10 at 4:00
p.m., Red Hen Press: Poetry
Through Voice. A musical
showcase of renowned artists
featuring Grammy Award-winning soprano Hila Plitmann,
Grammy Award-winning composer Eric Whitacre, California Poet Laureate Dana Gioia,
Salastina, and Red Hen poets
Elise Paschen and Douglas Manuel. Red Hen Press Managing
Editor, Kate Gale, explains, “The
connection between the written
word and the human voice is a
delicate one, unveiling a deeper
meaning to words on a page.
This evening will explore this
pairing of Red Hen poets, Elise
Paschen, Douglas Manuel and
California Poet Laureate Dana
Gioia with the transcendent
voice of Hila Plitmann and the
groundbreaking musicianship of
composer Eric Whitacre.” The
Broad Stage 1310 11th St. Santa
Monica, CA 90401. Parking is
free. Sunday, December 10 at
4:00 p.m. Tickets: Prices start
at $35 for General Admission
Seating. www.thebroadstage.org
(310) 434-3200

JANUARY / FEBRUARY
CALENDAR ADS
DEADLINE
DECEMBER 15

For PRINT & WEB
Advertising
Information
Call

PLEASE
RECYCLE

(714) 283-3385
HELP SAVE LIVES!
SHARE YOUR LOVE

AWARENESS
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Reach A
Targeted
Market
Over
200,000
Readers!

Awareness is also
available online.
awarenessmag.com

Unsafe drinking water kills a
child every 20 seconds in Ghana, Africa. You can help save
lives! Donate today. Visit www.
ruralwateraidinternational.org

facebook.com/
awarenessmagazine
twitter.com/awarenessinfo

NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2017

CLASSIFIED
ds

Classifieds are $2.00 per word, min. $30.00.
Please e-mail to: Yolanda@awarenessmag.com
Deadline December 15.

A

AKASHIC RECORDS
TRAININGS

Spiritual Singles Join the
oldest, largest, exclusively
conscious dating site. Our
members are amazing! www.
SpiritualSingles.com

ACCURATE CLAIRVOYANT
PSYCHIC (800) 457-8867
Reasonable Rates. http://www.
EileenAngelReadings.com
Ask About Free Astrological
Natal Report. VIC, INC.

EMPLOYMENT

HEALING
Herpes symptoms, long term
relief, nail fungus, age spots,
acne iwth Himalayan Oil for
instructions call (212) 8778779 Visit: Iroquion.com
HOLISTIC LIFE
COACHING
Improve relationships, manage stress, create work/life
balance, improve self-esteem,
Life Purpose coaching. 25
years experience. junelifecoach.com (949) 707-0016

bETTER HEALTh
Hair Mineral Analysis Testing
by CNC. Determines mineral
deficiencies and imbalances.
Identifies Heavy Metal Toxicity. Comprehensive Test $85.
Call Ron at 1(800) 229-3376

INNER PEACE
CONSULTANT

books and MUSIC
CHIROPRACTOR

Just Released!

Teachings of the Ascended
Masters for the modern age.
First in a 5 Volume Series,
Volume 1 includes Dictations from Ascended Masters Saint-Germain, Sanat
Kumara, Beloved El Morya,
Beloved Kuthumi, Lord Maitreya, Beloved Lanello, Master Godfre and many others.
Available now on Amazon.
www.sirius-eng.net or stop
by booth #305 at the Conscious Life Expo in Los Angeles, February 2017.

intuitivE

Dr. Dale’s Wellness Center
Corporate Sales Opportunities
Available. Email Resume to
Vena@wellnesscenter.net

Learn to access your Soul’s
energy-archive for guidance,
healing, spiritual evolution
with Linda Howe’s Pathway
Prayer Process. Call for info
on Akashic Records Practitioner Certification weekends,
LA area. Also private Akashic
Readings or Tarot Soul-Coaching (phone, Skype or in-person) with Barbara Schiffman,
ARCT. (818) 415-3479, www.
YourLifeandSoul.com

“WORDS of WISDOM.
Volume 1: Messages of
Ascended Masters”
by
the Messenger
Tatyana N. Mickushina

DATING

WELLNESS PLANS
FULL SPINE ALIGNMENT

Dr. Emley treats patients in
Laguna Beach offering chiropractic, homeopathic and
na-turopathic services. Est a b l i s h e d since 1988, his
emphasis is on mind/body/
spirit connection. Call (949)
494-7330 or email joeemley@
live.com, www.dremley.com
CHIROPRACTIC PLANS
Individual & Family Chiropractic care are proven and
scientifically documented! Enroll today, see a credentialed
chiropractor tomorrow! Enrollment http://www.buychiroinsurance.com/?ID=BA00009
contact: dalpertinsurance@
yahoo.com (310)836-5233
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Learn to free yourself from
emotional suffering and find
inner peace. Call Joseph (818)
667-4333. www.josephsala.
com
intuitivE
S O U L M AT E / B U S I N E S S /
PERSONAL/READINGS Departed Loved Ones/Past Lives
Judy Hevenly (310) 820-7280
Visa/MC. Top 100 Psychics in
America, “Ent. Tonite, CNN.”
http://www.judyhevenly.com
(Conferences/Social Functions)
Psychic Phone Readings by
David Champion. Honest
-- Accurate -- Affordable. 30
minutes, $45. (1.50 per minute) Payable by credit card.
Toll-free (757) 708-1182.
(EDT) Check me out at David
champion.com.
JANUARY / FEBRUARY
CLASSIFIED ADS
DEADLINE
DECEMBER 15

mattresses
SCRIPPS NATURAL MATTRESS
Carlsbad Showroom

All - natural mattresses and
organic bedding for babies,
kids and adults. (760) 7209111. scrippsnatural.com
MEDICAL OFFICES
FOR LEASE
Medical Offices for lease in
Huntington Beach. 500, 1200
and 2000 sq. ft. Low rate, two
months free rent. (866) 7422824 or (714) 557-0402
mEDITATION
I would like to join a meditation group, or if there is
interest to form a meditation
group in the Upland and Ontario area. Call and leave a
message (909) 781-9221
SPIRITUAL
DEVELOPMENT
ASTARA …
A PLACE OF LIGHT
Who am I ?
Why am I here?
Where did I come from?
Where am I going?
What is God?
If you are searching for
something “Deeper”….
Come to Astara, for Mystery School Teachings for
a New Generation. Learn
the Secrets of the Ages
revealed in the Eight Degree Lessons offered by
the founders of Astara and
channeled only by them.
Write, Call or Visit ….
www.astara.org/
secretsrevealed
(909) 948-7412
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